Checklist for preparing your document pack
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01VR_Charge-sheet-for-Australian-parliament_FINAL
02VR_0004 Court Orders Commonwealth Government 24 Oct 2020_FINAL
03VR_Warrant International Common Law_signed_FINAL_0001
04VR_Warrant Assets International Common Law_signed_FINAL_0001
05VR_Verdict and Arrest Warrant Sentence of the ICLCJ_FINAL
06VR-PUBIC-WARRANT-TO-SEIZE-THE-COVID-VACCINE_FINAL
08VR_PROTECTION ORDER

Sign the protection order with your name and date. You are the Bearer.
The notice to deputize is not included in the documents you give to the police.
✓ 07VR_Notice to deputize_signed_FINAL_0001
Put your papers in order and secure each document with staple or paperclip, or inside a
plastic sleeve.
Police Report STEP BY STEP:
We are asking people to put in a Police Report to your local police station.
DO NOT GO ALONE, please form a Posse of people to approach a police station say 6 to 8
people. You are reporting the crime of Misprision of Treason and Crimes against humanity
performed by members of the Australian Government, and you want to make a criminal
report.
Video the entire process please as evidence of your Police Report -10 minutes segments
only or we can’t share them.
WHO TAKES THE REPORT?
Your report should have been recorded by Local Detectives or someone of Seniority,
otherwise they are being complicit.
“The definition of complicit, “helping to commit a crime or do wrong,” describes individuals
who are “folded together” metaphorically.
The person who is issuing the Charge Sheet and papers (this is you) to the police will also
need to complete their details on the Charge sheet and summons in the box pictured like
this below.
You will also need to have a witness sign it.

Follow up
The next day you need to ring the police and ask them what is happening with your case and
has a case been generated? If not, you can say “then you are being complicit” and we expect
you to rectify this. Remember we need to keep the police onside; be nice to our police they
are The People’s sons and daughters.
Police Report:
Senior Police must make a REPORT if you are reporting a CRIME, the police will create a
report and issue you a criminal police report number. Please have the Superintendent write
this VR Generic Number E-VR2022 number on top of the report page.
Now read Brian Tuckers Charge and Summons sheet, Arrest Warrants, Seizure Notice and
Protection Notice. Now read the International Common Law Court of Justice Charge &
Summons sheet, the Arrest Warrants, and the Seizure Notice.
When a crime is committed the police must investigate and act and we are asking the police
to escort us on the 31st of January to arrest these criminals.
We will then go to the vaccine centres with the police and arrest those criminals jabbing this
poison into people’s arms and seize the vials of alleged COVID VACCINE and paraphernalia
as evidence which police will keep in their evidence storage areas for future evidence in
Court Cases.

